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Abstract
The concept of negacyclic code was recently introduced in Wolfmann (IEEE Trans. Inform.
Theory 45 (1999) 2527–2532), in which some relations between the negacyclic codes and their
Gray map images are proved. In this note, for k¿ 1 an isometry ’k between codes over Z2k+1
and codes over Z4 is introduced and used to give a generalization of the Gray map equivalent
to the one given in Carlet (IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory 44 (1998) 1543–1547). Furthermore,
by means of this isometry, the concept of negacyclic codes is extended to codes over the ring
Z2k+1 , obtaining a class of constacyclic codes referred to as hpo-cyclic codes (half plus one-cyclic
codes). A characterization of these codes in terms of their images under ’k is given. It is also
proved that the generalized Gray map image of an hpo-cyclic code is a binary distance invariant
(not necessarily linear) quasi-cyclic code. Finally, some linear hpo-cyclic codes are discussed
and a few examples are given.
? 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let n be a positive integer. For some
>xed unit  of R, let  be the automorphism on Rn given by
(a0; a1; : : : ; an−1) = (an−1; a0; a1; : : : ; an−2):
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Recall that a subset C of Rn is a constacyclic code of length n if there exists a unit 
of R such that it is invariant under the automorphism , that is, (C) = C. If  = 1
the code is said to be cyclic.
Constacyclic linear codes of length n over R can be identi>ed as ideals in the quotient
ring R[x]=(xn − ) via the isomorphism from Rn to R[x]=(xn − ) de>ned by
(a0; a1; : : : ; an−1) → a0 + a1x + · · ·+ an−1xn−1: (1)
In the following we will restrict the ring R to Z2k+1 , the ring of integers modulo 2k+1,
where k is a positive integer. For the special case  = −1 and k = 1, the negashift
map, , over the ring Z4 of integers modulo 4 is introduced in [12] as the permutation
on the module Zn4, given as
(a0; a1; : : : ; an−1) = (−an−1; a0; a1; : : : ; an−2)
and a negacyclic code of length n over Z4 is de>ned as a subset C of Zn4 such that
(C) = C.
For any positive integer k, if the unit  in Z2k+1 is equal to 2k +1 (half of 2k+1 plus
one), then a subset C ⊆ Zn2k+1 such that (C) = C will be called an hpo-cyclic code.
For k¿ 1, an isometry ’k between codes over Z2k+1 and codes over Z4 is de>ned
and used, together with the usual Gray map (i.e., on the ring Z4), to give an equiv-
alent generalization of the Gray map, as introduced in [3]. A characterization of the
hpo-cyclic codes in terms of their images under the isometry ’k is given. It is also
shown that the generalized Gray map image of an hpo-cyclic code of length n is a bi-
nary distance invariant (not necessarily linear) quasi-cyclic code, of length 2kn. Finally,
some linear hpo-cyclic codes are discussed and a few examples are given.
2. Denitions, notation and preliminaries
Let F2 be the binary >eld, and for a positive integer n let Fn2 be the vector space
of all binary vectors of length n. For any positive integer k let Z2k+1 be the ring of
integers modulo 2k+1, and let Zn2k+1 be the module of all n-tuples with entries in Z2k+1 .
For clarity, addition in F2, F2[x] and Fn2 will be denoted by “⊕”, while addition in
Z2k+1 , Z2k+1 [x] and Zn2k+1 will be denoted by “+”.
Let  be the usual shift on F2n2 and Zn2k+1 . For any positive integer s, let Ss be the
quasi-shift on (F2n2 )s and Ns be the quasi-negashift on (Zn4)s given by
Ss(a˜(1)|a˜(2)| : : : |a˜(s)) = (a˜(1))|(a˜(2))| : : : |(a˜(s));
Ns(a(1)|a(2)| : : : |a(s)) = (a(1))|(a(2))| : : : |(a(s));
where “|” denotes the usual vector concatenation and a˜(i) ∈ F2n2 , a(i) ∈Zn4, for i=1; : : : ; s.
A cyclic code of length 2n (respectively n) over F2 (respect. Z2k+1), is a subset
C of F2n2 (respect. Zn2k+1) such that (C) = C. A quasi-cyclic code of order s and
length 2ns over F2 is a subset C of (F2n2 )s such that Ss(C) = C. Equivalently, a
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quasi-negacyclic code of order s and length ns over Z4 is a subset C of (Zn4)s such
that Ns(C) =C. Clearly, when s=1, the concepts of cyclic (respect. negacyclic) and
quasi-cyclic (respect. quasi-negacyclic) codes are the same.
We now recall the de>nition of the Gray map, , from Zn4 into F2n2 as given in
[5,12]: for any Z = (z1; z2; : : : ; zn)∈Zn4,
(Z) = (r1(z1); : : : ; r1(zn); r1(z1)⊕ r0(z1); : : : ; r1(zn)⊕ r0(zn));
where r1 and r0 are two mappings from Z4 into F2 such that, if z ∈Z4 then the 2-adic
expansion of z is z=r0(z)+2r1(z). Similarly, for k¿ 1, k+1 mappings ri, i=0; 1; : : : ; k,
from Z2k+1 into F2 are introduced in such a way that if a∈Z2k+1 , the 2-adic expansion
of a is a= r0(a) + 2r1(a) + · · ·+ 2krk(a). Using the 2-adic expansion of any element
in Z2k+1 , the operation “	” on Z2k+1 is introduced as follows: if a; b∈Z2k+1 , then
a	 b= (r0(a)r0(b)) + 2(r1(a)r1(b)) + · · ·+ 2k(rk(a)rk(b)):
This operation is extended to Zn2k+1 in the following natural way: if A= (a0; : : : ; an−1);
B= (b0; : : : ; bn−1)∈Zn2k+1 then de>ne A	 B= (a0 	 b0; : : : ; an−1 	 bn−1).
For k¿ 2, de>ne k :Z2k+1 → Fk−12 as k(a) = (rk−1(a); : : : ; r2(a); r1(a)). For all
i∈{0; 1; : : : ; 2k−1 − 1}, let ki ∈ Fk−12 be the binary expression of i using k − 1 bits,
where the most signi>cant bit is on the left, e.g. if k =5 and i=13 then 513 = (1101).
By means of k and ki , the following functions ’
k
i :Z2k+1 → Z4 are introduced:
’ki (a) = 2(rk(a)⊕ (k(a) · ki )) + r0(a); ∀i = 0; 1; : : : ; 2k−1 − 1; (2)
where “·” denotes the usual dot product in Fk−12 . The action of the functions ’ki are
extended to Zn2k+1 as follows: if A= (a0; a1; : : : ; an−1)∈Zn2k+1 then ’ki (A) = (’ki (a0); ’ki
(a1); : : : ; ’ki (an−1)). Thus, the map ’
k :Zn2k+1 → Z2
k−1n
4 is introduced
’k(A) = (’k0(A); ’
k
1(A); : : : ; ’
k
2k−1−1(A)); ∀A∈Zn2k+1 :
For completeness, ’1 :Zn4 → Zn4 is de>ned as the identity map, that is ’1(A)=A. Using
the map ’k , an equivalent de>nition of the generalized Gray map  :Zn2k+1 → F2
k n
2 , as
introduced in [3], can be given
(A) = (’k0(A); ’
k
1(A); : : : ; ’
k
2k−1−1(A)); ∀A∈Zn2k+1 : (3)
Remark 1. An alternative way to de>ne the generalized Gray map is (A) =’k(A).
The main diMerence between this de>nition and the one given by Eq. (3) is the way
in which the bits of the image of the generalized Gray map are listed. In either case,
it must be observed that  and ’k are both injective mappings.
The Lee weight, wtL, of 0; 1; 2; 3∈Z4 is 0; 1; 2; 1, respectively, and the Lee weight
wtL(A) of A∈Zn4 is the rational sum of the Lee weights of its components. The Lee
distance, dL, is de>ned as dL(A; B) = wtL(A − B) for all A; B∈Zn4. For k¿ 1, the
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homogeneous weight, wthom, on Z2k+1 is de>ned as (see [4,6]):
wthom(a) =


0 if a= 0;
2k if a= 2k ;
2k−1 otherwise;
∀a∈Z2k+1 :
Again, for A∈Zn2k+1 , the value wthom(A) is taken as the rational sum of the homo-
geneous weights of its components, and the homogeneous metric, hom, is given by
hom(A; B) = wthom(A− B) for all A; B∈Zn2k+1 .
For n = 1, k¿ 2, and for a∈Z2k+1 , the function f(i) = rk(a) ⊕ (k(a) · ki ) in
Eq. (2) is an aPne Boolean function in k − 1 variables. Hence, the vector ’k(a) =
(’k0(a); ’
k
1(a); : : : ; ’
k
2k−1−1(a)) has one of the following forms:
• the null vector if a= 0,
• all of its entries are equal to 2 if a= 2k ,
• half of its entries are equal to 2 and the other half are equal to 0 if a is an even
number diMerent from 0 and 2k ,
• all of its entries have the value 1 or 3 if a is odd.
The conclusion is, in any case, that wthom(a) =wtL(’k(a)). Thus, we have proved the
following:
Proposition 2. The map ’k is an isometry from (Zn2k+1 ; hom) into (Z
2k−1n
4 ; dL).
In [5], the authors take the usual binary Hamming distance, dH, on F2n2 in order to
prove that the Gray map, , from Zn4 into F2n2 is an isometry. As a consequence of the
previous Proposition we have, as in [3], the following:
Corollary 3. The generalized Gray map, , is an isometry from (Zn2k+1 ; hom) into
(F2k n2 , dH).
The isometry ’k is studied more extensively in [11] and the following properties
will be useful later.
Proposition 4. Let A; B∈Zn2k+1 , where A= (a0; : : : ; an−1), then
’k(2kA+ B) = Q1⊗ 2 Qr0(A) + ’k(B);
where Q1 is the all one vector of length 2k−1, “⊗” is the Kronecker product [8, chapter
14, p. 421] and Qr0(A) is a binary vector of length n that has a one in its i-th entry
if and only if ai−1 is odd, for i = 1; : : : ; n.
Theorem 5. Let C be a linear code over Z2k+1 , then for k ¿ 1 the following properties
are equivalent.
(1) ’k(C) is linear.
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(2) (C) is linear.
(3) 2(A	 B)∈C for all A; B∈C.
3. Hpo-cyclic, negacyclic and quasi-cyclic codes
In this section, a characterization of the hpo-cyclic codes in terms of their images
under the isometry ’k is given. A result similar to [12, Theorem 3.5] is also proved.
The following two Propositions allow us to establish the connection between negacyclic
and hpo-cyclic codes.
Proposition 6. Let ri, i=0; 1; : : : ; k, be the mappings as de=ned above and let =2k+1
be a unit of Z2k+1 . Then for all a∈Z2k+1 :
ri(a) =
{
ri(a) if i = 0; 1; : : : ; k − 1;
rk(a)⊕ r0(a) if i = k:
Proof. a= (2k + 1)(
∑k
i=0 2
iri(a)) =
∑k−1
i=0 2
iri(a) + 2k(r0(a)⊕ rk(a)).
Proposition 7. Let ’ki , i=0; 1; : : : ; 2
k−1−1 be the mappings as de=ned previously and
let = 2k + 1. Then for all a∈Z2k+1 :
’ki (a) =−’ki (a): (4)
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the de>nition of the mappings ’ki
in Eq. (2) and Proposition 6.
The next result establishes a characterization of an hpo-cyclic code C in Zn2k+1 and
its image under the map ’k .
Theorem 8. Let C be a code over Z2k+1 of length n. Then C is an hpo-cyclic code if
and only if ’k(C) is a quasi-negacyclic code of order 2k−1 and length 2k−1n.
Proof. If = 2k + 1∈Z2k+1 , it follows from Proposition 7 that for all ’ki :
’ki ((A)) = (’
k
i (A)); ∀A∈Zn2k+1 : (5)
Thus ’k((C)) =N2k−1 (’k(C)) and the result follows from the fact that ’k is an
injective map.
If in the previous Theorem k = 1, the concepts of an hpo-cyclic code and a nega-
cyclic code are the same. Thus, this result shows that the hpo-cyclic codes are natural
generalizations of the negacyclic codes as introduced in [12]. The following result is
also proved in [12].
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Proposition 9. If  is the negashift on Zn4,  is the shift on F2n2 , and if  is the Gray
map from Zn4 into F2n2 , then
= :
As a consequence of Eq. (5) and the previous proposition, a result similar to Propo-
sition 9, is
Proposition 10. If = 2k + 1∈Z2k+1 then
 =S2k−1: (6)
Proof. Let A∈Zn2k+1 , then
((A)) = (’k0((A)); ’
k
1((A)); : : : ; ’
k
2k−1−1((A)))
= (’k0(A); ’
k
1(A); : : : ; ’
k
2k−1−1(A))
= (’k0(A); ’
k
1(A); : : : ; ’
k
2k−1−1(A)) =S2k−1 ((A)):
The corresponding generalization of [12, Theorem 3.5] is as follows:
Theorem 11. The generalized Gray map image of a linear hpo-cyclic code over Z2k+1
of length n, is a binary-distance-invariant (not necessarily linear) quasi-cyclic code
of order 2k−1 and length 2kn.
Proof. Straightforward from Corollary 3, Theorem 8 and Eq. (6).
4. Generalized gray images of hpo-cyclic codes of odd length
The main result of this section is the generalization of [12, Corollary 3.8].
Proposition 12. Let n be an odd positive integer, =2k +1∈Z2k+1 and let  ˜ be the
permutation on Zn2k+1 given by
 ˜(a0; a1; : : : ; ai; : : : ; an−1) = (a0; a1; : : : ; iai; : : : ; n−1an−1):
Then D ⊆ Zn2k+1 is a linear cyclic code if and only if  ˜(D) is a linear hpo-cyclic
code.
Proof. Since  is a unit of Z2k+1 and  ˜ is Z2k+1 -linear, D is linear if and only if  ˜(D)
is also linear. Since n is odd and 2 = 1, then  ˜((A)) = ( ˜(A)) for all A∈D.
Thus, (A)∈D⇔ (A)∈D⇔  ˜((A)) = ( ˜(A))∈  ˜(D).
Since −1= 3 in Z4 and 2 = 1 in Z2k+1, a relation between the function  ˜ and the
functions ’ki , equivalent to that given by Eq. (5), is
’ki ( ˜(A)) =  ˜3(’
k
i (A)); ∀A∈Zn2k+1 : (7)
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Remark 13. For k ¿ 1 the equation 2=1 has only four solutions in Z2k+1 , but it must
be observed that, for Propositions 6 and 7, the right solution is = 2k + 1.
We now recall Nechaev’s permutation [5] (see also [12]).
Denition 14. Let n be a positive odd integer and let " be the permutation on {0;
1; : : : ; 2n− 1} given by
"= (1; n+ 1)(3; n+ 3) · · · (2i + 1; n+ 2i + 1) · · · (n− 2; 2n− 2):
The Nechaev permutation # on F2n2 is de>ned as
#(a0; a1; : : : ; a2n−1) = (a"(0); a"(1); : : : ; a"(2n−1)):
For the main result of this section, the following extension of Nechaev’s permutation
will be useful.
Denition 15. Let n be a positive odd integer and for any positive integer s, the
extension of Nechaev’s permutation #s on (F2n2 )s is de>ned as
#s(a(1)|a(2)| : : : |a(s)) = #(a(1))|#(a(2))| : : : |#(a(s));
where a(i) ∈ F2n2 .
For k=1, =3∈Z4 and n an odd positive integer, the following relation (Proposition
3.7) is proved in [12].
 ˜3 = #:
As a consequence of Eq. (7), De>nition 15 and the previous relation, we have
Proposition 16. Let n be an odd positive integer and = 2k + 1∈Z2k+1 . Then
 ˜ = #2k−1: (8)
Proof. Let A∈Zn2k+1 , then
( ˜(A)) = (’k0( ˜(A)); ’
k
1( ˜(A)); : : : ; ’
k
2k−1−1( ˜(A)))
= ( ˜3’k0(A);  ˜3’
k
1(A); : : : ;  ˜3’
k
2k−1−1(A))
= (#’k0(A); #’
k
1(A); : : : ; #’
k
2k−1−1(A)) = #2k−1 ((A)):
The natural generalization of [12, Corollary 3.8] is the following:
Corollary 17. Let n be an odd positive integer and for k¿ 1 let #2k−1 be the extension
of Nechaev’s permutation. If $ is the generalized Gray image of a linear cyclic code
over Z2k+1 , then #2k−1 ($) is a quasi-cyclic code.
Proof. Derives immediately from Theorem 11, Proposition 12 and Eq. (8).
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5. Linear hpo-cyclic codes
In this section it will be useful to represent elements of Zn2k+1 as polynomials in the
ring Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − 1). This is achieved via the polynomial representation map given
by Eq. (1).
The operation “	” introduced in Section 2 can be extended to Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − 1) as
follows: if A(x) =
∑n−1
j=0 ajx
j and B(x) =
∑n−1
j=0 bjx
j are elements of Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − 1)
then
A(x)	 B(x) =
n−1∑
j=0
(aj 	 bj)xj: (9)
In the same way, the action of the mappings ’ki is extended to Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − 1) as
follows: if A(x) =
∑n−1
j=0 ajx
j ∈Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − 1) then
’ki (A(x)) =
n−1∑
j=0
’ki (aj)x
j; i = 0; 1; : : : ; 2k−1 − 1 (10)
and the action of the map ’k on Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − 1) is
’k(A(x)) = (’k0(A(x)); : : : ; ’
k
2k−1−1(A(x))):
Proposition 18. Let =2k +1∈Z2k+1 . Then a subset C of Zn2k+1 is a linear hpo-cyclic
code of length n if and only if its polynomial representation is an ideal of the ring
Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − ).
Proof. The proof is similar to the one given for linear cyclic codes over a >nite >eld
(see for example [8]).
Proposition 19. Let n be an odd positive integer and =2k +1∈Z2k+1 . Then the map
  from Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − 1) into Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − ) given by
 (A(x)) = A(x)
is a ring isomorphism.
Proof. The proof is similar to that given in [12] for the map  in Proposition 2.3.
An immediate consequence of the previous result is the following:
Corollary 20. A subset I of Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − 1) is an ideal of Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − 1) if and
only if  (I) is an ideal of Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − ).
Linear cyclic codes of length n over the ring Zpk+1 , where p¿ 2 is a prime and
(n; p) = 1, have been studied by several authors [2,7,10]. In particular it is shown that
any cyclic code over Zpk+1 can be thought of as an ideal in the ring Zpk+1 [x]=(xn−1) [7,
Theorem 3.4], and that this is a principal ideal ring [7, Corollary 3.6]. It is also proved
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that for any cyclic code, C, of length n over Zpk+1 , a collection of pairwise-coprime
polynomials F0; F1; : : : ; Fk+1 (possibly equal to 1) in Zpk+1 [x] of degree less than n
exits such that F0F1 · · ·Fk+1 = xn − 1, and C is generated by the polynomial G =
Fˆ1 + pFˆ2 + · · · + pkFˆk+1, where Fˆ i = (xn − 1)=Fi. In this situation |C| = pt , where
t=
∑k
i=0 (k+1− i)deg(Fi+1). Additionally, it is proved that the number of Zpk+1 -cyclic
codes of length n is (k + 2)r , where r is the number of factors in a factorization of
xn − 1 as a product of basic irreducible pairwise-coprime polynomials [7].
For p=2, since Z2k+1 [x]=(xn−1) is a principal ideal ring and   is a ring isomorphism
(Proposition 19), then Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − ) is a principal ideal ring.
In order to illustrate the concepts introduced above, an example is provided. Let
n= 7, k = 2 and x7 − 1 = (x − 1)(x3 + x + 1)(x3 + x2 + 1) in F2[x]. By Hensel lifting
over Z8 we >nd
x7 − 1 = (x − 1)(x3 + 6x2 + 5x − 1)(x3 + 3x2 + 2x − 1):
Applying the ring isomorphism,  , with = 5, over Z8 we have
x7 − 5 = (x − 5)(x3 + 6x2 + 5x + 3)(x3 − x2 + 2x + 3):
Let C be the hpo-cyclic code generated by the polynomial G(x)=(x−5)(x3+6x2+5x+
3)=x4+x3−x2+2x+1. Since this polynomial does not divide 2(G(x)	2G(x))=4x2, then
by Theorem 5, the images ’2(C) and (C) are nonlinear. The minimum homogeneous
weight of C is 10. Hence (C) is a (28; 512; 10)-binary nonlinear quasi-cyclic code of
order 2. Observe that the largest minimum distance for binary linear codes of length
28 and dimension 9 is 10 [1,9] whereas it is 8 for binary linear cyclic codes. 2
6. A family of linear images of linear hpo-cyclic codes
In this section (F2[x]=(xn − 1))m (respect. (Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − 1))m) will denote the
set of m-tuples whose entries are polynomials in the ring F2[x]=(xn − 1) (respect.
Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − 1)). Observe that with this notation, the isometry ’k can be thought
of as a map from Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − 1) into (Z4[x]=(xn − 1))2
k−1
. For any positive in-
teger m, the action of the Kronecker product, “⊗”, is also extended as follows: if
Qa(x) = (a1(x); : : : ; am(x))∈ (F2[x]=(xn − 1))m and b(x)∈ F2[x]=(xn − 1), then
Qa(x)⊗ b(x) = (a1(x)b(x); : : : ; am(x)b(x))
and equivalently for QA(x)⊗ B(x) with QA(x)∈ (Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − 1))m and B(x)∈Z2k+1 [x]=
(xn − 1).
As a consequence of the polynomial representation of Zn2k+1 and Proposition 4 we
have the following:
2 This largest minimum distance, for binary linear cyclic codes of length 28 and dimension 9, was obtained
with the help of a computer.
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Proposition 21. Let =2k +1 and A(x); B(x)∈Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − ), where A(x) =
∑n−1
j=0
ajxj, then
’k(2kA(x) + B(x)) = Q1⊗ 2a˜(x) + ’k(B(x));
where a˜(x) is the polynomial in F2[x]=(xn − 1), whose coe>cient of the monomial of
degree j is one if and only if aj is odd, for j = 0; : : : ; n − 1. The product 2a˜(x) is
taken in Z4[x]=(xn − 1).
The following result in [12] describes a family of Z4-linear negacyclic codes of
length n whose Gray map images are binary linear cyclic codes of length 2n.
Theorem 22. Let n be an odd positive integer and let a˜(x); b˜(x) be in F2[x] such
that xn − 1 = (x − 1)a˜(x)b˜(x), where (x − 1); a˜(x) and b˜(x) are pairwise coprime.
Let a1(x); b1(x) be the Hensel lifts of a˜(x) and b˜(x) to Z4[x], respectively, and
de=ne a(x) = a1(−x) and b(x) = b1(−x). If C˜ is the binary linear cyclic code of
length 2n generated by g˜(x) = a˜(x)2b˜(x), then C˜ is the Gray map image of the
Z4-linear negacyclic code of length n generated by g(x) = a(x)(b(x) + 2). Further-
more, if u(x)∈Z4[x]=(xn + 1) and u˜(x)∈ F2[x] are such that the coe>cient of the
monomial of degree j in u˜(x) is one if and only if the coe>cient of the monomial of
degree j in u(x) is an odd number, then
(u(x)g(x)) = [f(u(−1))b˜(x)⊕ u˜(x)(x + 1)]g˜(x);
where f is the function from Z4 into F2[x] given by f(a) = (a) · (1; x), where as
usual “·” is the dot product.
The function f in the previous theorem can be extended to Zm4 as follows: if A =
(a1; : : : ; am)∈Zm4 , then f(A) = (f(a1); : : : ; f(am)).
In analogy to the previous theorem, we are interested in a family of hpo-cyclic codes
whose ’k and  images are linear codes. Let a˜(x) and b˜(x) be as in Theorem 22 and
let A1(x); B1(x) and C1(x) be the Hensel lifts of a˜(x), b˜(x) and (x − 1) to Z2k+1 [x],
respectively. Since A1(x); B1(x) and C1(x) are pairwise coprime polynomials, it can
be proved that the ideal generated by A1(x)(B1(x) + 2kC1(x)) is also generated by
A1(x)(B1(x) + 2k). In this way, one of those families of hpo-cyclic codes is obtained
as the ideals whose generator polynomial has the form A1(x)(B1(x) + 2k). More
precisely, we have
Theorem 23. For k ¿ 1, let n be an odd positive integer and using the previous no-
tation, de=ne A(x) = A1(x) and B(x) = B1(x). If C is the linear hpo-cyclic code
generated by G(x) = A(x)(B(x) + 2k), then the image ’k(C) is a quaternary linear
quasi-negacyclic code of order 2k−1 and length 2k−1n. Also, (C) is a binary linear
quasi-cyclic code of order 2k−1 and length 2kn. Furthermore, if U (x)∈Z2k+1 [x]=(xn−)
and u˜(x)∈ F2[x] are such that the coe>cient of the monomial of degree j in u˜(x) is
one if and only if the coe>cient of the monomial of degree j in U (x) is an odd
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number, then
’k(U (x)G(x)) = ’k(U ())⊗ [a(x)b(x)] + Q1⊗ [2u˜(x)a˜(x)];
(U (x)G(x)) = [f(’k(U ()))⊗ b˜(x)⊕ Q1⊗ (u˜(x)(x + 1))]⊗ g˜(x): (11)
Proof. The quasi-negacyclicity of the code ’k(C) follows from Theorem 8, and the
quasi-cyclicity of (C) follows from Theorem 11. It is easy to see that 2((u+2kv)	
w) = 2(u 	 w) and 2(v 	 w) = 2(v 	 w), for all u; v; w∈Z2k+1 . Now observe that
for all U (x), we have U (x)A(x)B(x) = U ()
∑n−1
j=0 
jxj in Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − ). Thus it
follows from Eq. (9) that 2((G(x)U1(x)) 	 (G(x)U2(x))) = G(x)(2(U1() 	 U2())),
for all U1(x); U2(x)∈Z2k+1 [x]=(xn − ), and the linearity of these codes follows from
Theorem 5.
It follows from Proposition 21 that ’k(U (x)G(x)) = ’k(U (x)A(x)B(x)) + Q1 ⊗ [2u˜
(x)a˜(x)], and Eqs. (4) and (10) show that, for all i=0; : : : ; 2k−1−1, ’ki (U (x)A(x)B(x))=
’ki (U ())
∑n−1
j=0 (−1)jxj = ’ki (U ())a(x)b(x), proving the >rst Eq. in (11).
Observe that for each i, ’ki (U ()) is an odd number if and only if u˜(1) is also an odd
number, and therefore ui(x)∈Z4[x]=(xn + 1) must exist such that ui(−1) = ’ki (U ())
and the coePcient of the monomial of degree j in ui(x) is an odd number if and only
if the coePcient of the monomial of degree j in u˜(x) is one. Thus, each polynomial
’ki (U ())a(x)b(x) + 2u˜(x)a˜(x) in the entries of ’
k(U (x)G(x)) can be rewritten as
ui(x)g(x) in the ring Z4[x]=(xn + 1). Applying Theorem 22 to those polynomials we
get the >nal part of the proof.
An example is given to illustrate the above result. Let k = 2, n = 7,  = 5 and
x7 − 1 = (x − 1)a˜(x)b˜(x), with a˜(x) = x3 + x + 1 and b˜(x) = x3 + x2 + 1, then
a(x) = 3x3 + 2x2 + 3x + 3;
b(x) = 3x3 + 3x2 + 2x + 3;
A(x) = 5x3 + 6x2 + x + 7;
B(x) = 5x3 + 3x2 + 2x + 7;
g˜(x) = x9 + x8 + x6 + x5 + x4 + x3 + 1;
g(x) = x6 + 3x5 + x4 + x3 + x2 + x + 3;
G(x) = x6 + 5x5 + x4 + x3 + x2 + x + 5:
The generalized Gray map image of the hpo-cyclic code generated by the polynomial
G(x) is a [28; 6; 12]-binary linear quasi-cyclic code of order 2 given by the set
[g˜(x)u˜ 1(x) | g˜(x)u˜ 1(x) + ((x14 − 1)=(x − 1))u˜ 2(x)]
for all u˜ 1(x); u˜ 2(x)∈ F2[x], where all polynomial multiplications are taken modulo
x14 − 1.
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